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ALCOA HOT NEWS
Just Wash .... and go!

Alcoa Wheels Employee Profile
Kai Sommerlatte
Kai Sommerlatte is Alcoa’s “Vorsprung durch Technik”. Kai joined
Alcoa in 2011 as Sales Manager for Germany, Austria and Switzerland. It only took him 4 years to get appointed to Sales Director
for Europe, Middle East and North Africa. An amazing and fully
deserved carreer jump.

Kai is a people person
Cleaning your Dura-Bright® wheels has never been easier!
Alcoa’s Dura-Bright® Wheel Wash is especially designed to
safely maintain your Dura-Bright® treated wheels. Simple
to use and fabulous shiny wheels in a blink of an eye! The
Dura-Bright® wheel wash is expected to enter the market
during the second quarter of this year.
But hold your breath! Besides this ultimate cleaner Alcoa
has other new and interesting accessory products in store
for you:
HUBgrease:
prevents
galvanic
corrosion on the hub bore.

VALVEgrease: prevents corrosion in
the valve hole area (air leakage).

Bristle discs and pads: used to clean
bead seats, mating faces, spigots or
centering edges of the hub.

“What I so love in my job is the continuous contact with people.
I really enjoy being outdoor; discovering how Alcoa Wheels can
deliver additional value to its customers.”
Kai has a strong hands on mentality which is needed when looking
to his assignment. Kai pulls the trigger when it comes to hiring
experienced and customer oriented sales people and takes the
lead in selecting opportunities and implementing new Alcoa wheel
products. Our recent LvL ONE® finish is just one of the products
under Kai’s management.

Boys will be boys
What brought Kai into the commercial transport business is power,
speed and sound. He gained his first experience in the truck tire
business followed by 18 years at Michelin where he was responsible for logistics and sales. “I’ve always been drawn to the transport segment. I just love it so much.” So much even that the entire
family attends the Truck Grand-Prix festival at the Nürburgring in
Germany. “The highlight for everyone!“

ALcovers and ALbrush2

For more information about these wonderful novelties
visit www.alcoa-accessories.com.

Alcoa on the road
•

Leaner & greener to a better tomorrow

•

Substantial weight savings: up to 93 kg
for a typical bus with 6 wheels
Significant fuel savings of over 1%,
defining further cost savings and stating
a clear contribution to a greener environment

Choosing forged aluminium wheels offers
undisputable advantages. Not only for city
bus fleets and oems, but also for cities, citizens and tax payers - and more importantly
– the environment.

The proof of the pudding is in the eating and
Lothian Buses Limited sure as hell got the
flavour. As a well-established UK based transport company passionate to provide worldclass, environmentally-friendly and sociallyinclusive transport, they have set up a trial
to figure out the benefits when mounting
Alcoa’s forged aluminium wheels.
The aim? Quite straightforward: limit the
total cost of ownership (TCO) significantly,

allowing them to save time, money, and get
greener at the same time.
After 6 to 7 months, Lothian already reported
impressive findings:
•
Lower cost of replacement: no removal
and de-scaling is required every 3 to 4
months
•
Drop in maintenance cost: cleaning
times of aluminium wheels are reduced
to a minimum

Lothian started using Alcoa wheels in
2011. With the test results in mind they
will continue specifying the brand on their
Volvo hybrid buses. By the summer of 2016,
115 buses will be on Alcoa’s finest. A perfect
combination for a state-of-the-art city bus
fleet to tackle all challenges in the field.

“After 6 to 7 months Lothian reported
significant fuel savings of over 1% on
their hybrid buses.“

Our customers matter
Relocated .... And it feels so good
Celebration is once more in order! At the
end of last year our distributor Bulthuis
Truck- en Traileronderdelen moved to a
brand new and progressive location. Not
because they desired something different
but it was just not possible anymore to
store all the Alcoa wheels to keep up with
the increasing demand! Bulthuis joined the
Alcoa family in 2014 and since then they’ve

done an excellent job in putting Alcoa
Wheels on the map in the Netherlands.
Sales even trippled! Equipping their freshly
orange painted vehicles with our wheels is
just one of their many contributions. Keep
up the good work Bulthuis!
Bulthuis is headquarted in Groningen. For
more information visit www.bulthuis.eu.
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